VET
Vocational English Teaching

‘I will use the methods and ideas in my work,
and I will look at aspects of my work in
a different way.’

W

ith the greater mobility of workers throughout Europe,
English is becoming increasingly important for students
in a range of vocations. Each trade requires specific task- and
subject-related language.
NILE has developed a series of programmes which integrate
the hands-on orientation of learning in vocational education
into our approach to English teaching. Combining language
development with work placements and trade visits, NILE VET
offers you a specialist professional development opportunity
whether you are a student or teacher.

‘I never spoke so much English!’
The experience of using English in the workplace alongside
studying the language enables you to see the direct application
of what you are learning. A VET course will motivate you to
develop your language ability, develop relationships with your
colleagues and increase your employment and mobility
opportunities.

‘The plan took into consideration our needs, tutors were
well prepared and the methods were helpful.’
NILE Vocational English courses for Teachers and for Learners
are tailored to the nature of your chosen professional subject
specialism. Our courses include project work, simulations,
problem-based learning, discovery-oriented activities and
role-plays, building a strong connection between the content of
your chosen field, the future job requirements and the language
you need to fulfil them.

‘Good teachers and a good location, good lessons.
I had only positive experiences.’
Based in the city of Norwich, and with over 20 years’ experience,
NILE has the premises, resources, staff expertise and network
to offer the balance between language development, work
placements and social and cultural activities that is right
for you.

‘The key things I am taking away from this course are
new ideas; how to organise, how to prepare my lessons.’
NILE offers courses and qualifications all year round
for English language teachers and trainers at every stage
of their ELT careers, both face-to-face and online, in the
UK and overseas. Learn more at www.nile-elt.com

Vocational English Teaching
For teachers of English or vocational subject teachers
teaching in English who want to develop their
repertoire of skills.

Vocational English
A short English course for vocational students followed
by work placement in a suitable English-speaking
trade environment.

English for the Workplace
Experiential language development for students
through simulation and external site visits to local
industries (e.g. Lotus Cars, Marshall Aerospace) and
relevant visitor centres (e.g. Green Britain Centre,
Duxford Aircraft Museum).

All NILE VET courses offer:
• comprehensive orientation period
• vocation-specific classroom focus
• trade-specific site visits
• supervised occupational placements

For the full range of NILE’s programmes,
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